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Abstract. Recommender systems are becoming increasingly popular. As these systems become commonplace and the number of users increases, it will become important for these systems to be able to cope with a large and diverse set of users
whose recommendation needs may be very different from each other. In particular,
large scale recommender systems will need to ensure that users’ requests for recommendations can be answered with low response times and high throughput. In this
paper, we explore how to use caches and cached data mining to improve the performance of recommender systems by improving throughput and reducing response
time for providing recommendations. We describe the structure of our cache, which
can be viewed as a prefetch cache that prefetches all types of supported recommendations, and how it is used in our recommender system. We also describe the results
of our empirical study to measure the efficacy of our cache.

1 Introduction
Recommender systems have become increasingly commonplace. Recommender
systems are being used in a variety of domains such as recommending music we
may like [10, 14], things we might like to buy [1], and friends we may know [7].
There have also been many recommender systems targeted towards specialized domains such as software engineering [4, 9, 11, 12] and medicine [18]. While there
has been a lot of work in the academic community on various aspects of recommender systems such as recommendation algorithms [15, 21] and implications of
social networks in recommender systems [8, 20], there has been very limited work
that has explored the use of caches and cached data mining to improve the performance of recommender systems by increasing throughput and reducing response
time for providing recommendations. This will be of particular concern as these
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recommender systems become even more popular and their user and fan base grow.
With a large number of users, there are two specific issues that recommender systems would have to deal with - how to generate recommendations efficiently from a
large set of data and how to provide these recommendations efficiently to a diverse
set of users, where each user’s requirements for recommendations are different from
the others.
In this paper, we describe how we use cached data mining to answer users’
queries and provide recommendations in a very efficient way. We describe our background and motivation in the next section. Section 3 describes in detail the recommendations provided by our system and how we use cached data mining. Section
4 describes our empirical study and results. Finally, we conclude the paper with a
discussion of the related work in Section 5.

2 Background and Motivation
We are working with researchers at Columbia University’s Center for Computational Biology and Bioinformatics (C2B2), particularly its MAGNet (Multiscale
Analysis of Genomic and Cellular Networks) Center to explore new ways in which
researchers in computational biology and bioinformatics can collaborate to share
data, analyze results, and share knowledge. Our approach is based on social networking metaphors for collaborative work where users can ask questions such as:
Who likes movies that I like?; What food and wine pairings go well together?; What
book would I like given that I like this book?
Our implementation of this approach is a system called “genSpace” [13], which
uses collaborative filtering to provide recommendations to users. genSpace is a plugin to an open-source Java-based platform for integrated genomics called “geWorkbench” [5]. Using geWorkbench, researchers in computational biology and bioinformatics can load in data sets such as DNA, protein, and gene sequences. They
can then run complex analysis tools such as filtering, normalization, clustering, and
pattern detection. There are over 50 such analysis tools supported by geWorkbench,
and each tool has many different runtime parameters. Choosing the right tool to use
and the sequences in which to use these tools (workflows) can be very daunting,
especially to new users. One substantial way that we diverge from and expand upon
the collaborative filtering provided by popular websites is that we address the ordering among related activities conducted in sequence, i.e., as a workflow. E.g., a
common workflow in geWorkbench is to run the ARACNe (Algorithm for the Reconstruction of Accurate Cellular Networks) analysis [3] followed by the MINDy
(Modulator Inference by Network Dynamics) analysis [17]. Issues stemming from
this ordering concern are, however, outside of the scope of this paper.
genSpace aims to flatten the learning curve and enable users to quickly become
productive. In particular, for users who do not know where to start, it recommends
the most popular three tools and workflows. For users already familiar with using
one or more tools in their standalone form outside geWorkbench, it recommends the
most popular workflow that starts with or includes a particular tool and the best tool
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to run next given that you’ve just run a particular tool. In order to achieve this, we
log users’ activities as they use geWorkbench and send the logs to a central server,
where data mining and collaborative filtering techniques generate these and other
kinds of recommendations.
Currently, our genSpace recommender system is modest in size. Our database
has about 10000 rows of data from around 150 distinct users. Since we anticipate
a significant increase in usage when geWorkbench soon introduces a Web-based
client, we wanted to study how our system would respond to and/or if it could cope
with a large increase in the number of users and user data.
In this paper, we discuss how we use cached data mining for providing recommendations to users in genSpace. We also describe an empirical study highlighting
their benefits and improvements to the response time and throughput to user queries.

3 Cached Data Mining and genSpace Recommendations
3.1 Recommendations in genSpace
In genSpace, we support two different kinds of recommendations - static and dynamic.
3.1.1

Static Recommendations

Static Recommendations are those recommendations that do not depend on the current activity of the user. Typically, such recommendations follow a “pull” model
where a user explicitly asks for these recommendations. Examples of such recommendations include the top tools, the top workflows, and the most popular workflow
that includes or starts with a particular tool.
3.1.2

Dynamic Recommendations

Dynamic Recommendations are those recommendations that do depend on the current activity of the user. Typically, such recommendations follow a “push” model
where the system automatically pushes these recommendations to the user. Examples of such recommendations include suggesting the best analysis tool to run next
based on what the user has done so far and suggesting popular superflows (workflows that include the user’s current workflow).
All these recommendations are generated using data mining to derive patterns
and trends from the user data.

3.2 genSpace Caching
genSpace has a server-side cache that supports pushing or pulling recommendations
to/from the users. It can be viewed as a prefetch cache that prefetches all types of
recommendations supported by the system. It is not a traditional cache where items
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are added to the cache when they are requested and there exist notions of cache
hits, cache misses, cache replacement policies and so on. Every recommendation
that we need will be present in the cache and we won’t need to go to the database
for any information. Due to this, we do not have the problem of a cache miss and
we do not need to worry about cache replacement and by definition, our hit rate
and recall is 100%. When the genSpace server starts up, the genSpace cache is
generated using a combination of SQL queries and stored procedures from our SQL
database backend that stores all the user data. The cache is periodically re-generated
as needed - currently, every day. If we did not have a cache, we would have to run
the SQL queries on demand every time a user request came in for recommendations.
We would also have to re-run the same query multiple times if different users asked
for the same set of recommendations.
We also address the problem of concept drift [19] where workflows performed
by users six months may not be so relevant today. E.g., after publication of major
findings that involved a form of analysis that was previously rare or after upgrading
to a new geWorkbench release that integrates additional tools or even for no known
reason, many users shift their usage patterns. We use an exponential time-decay
formula [6] to weigh recent user data more heavily. This weighting is done each
time the cache is generated.
After weighting the data, the static recommendations are computed and stored in
the cache. We build an index for each analysis tool found in the log data, to represent
the following information: the number of times this tool has been used, the number
of times this tool has been used as a workflow head, the most popular tool before
and after this tool in workflows, the most popular workflows containing this tool,
and all workflows that include this tool. This cached index uses hashing based on
the tool name to give us constant time lookup for tool-specific information. Finally,
a tree-based index of popular workflows aids in the dynamic recommendations. All
these parts together comprise the genSpace Caching System.
genSpace usually gets around 10-20 new logs every day and due to this, we regenerate our cache every day. As the number of users for our system increases, concept drift may take place on shorter timescales and we may need to re-generate the
cache more often to deal with it. The re-generation frequency is easily configured on
our server and will be ramped up as needed. However, more studies need to be done
to measure and fully understand the effect of concept drift on cache re-generation
and this is part of our future work. The next section contains some empirical results
on the time required to re-generate our cache.
Finally, due to the structure of the genSpace cache, it can only support the currently existing types of recommendations. If we wanted to support additional types
of recommendations, the cache would need to be augmented with the appropriate
information. E.g., we currently don’t support providing recommendations based on
the file-type on which the analysis tools are run. To support this, our cache would
need to store information regarding the file-types for the analyses.
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4 Empirical Study
The genSpace cache has already been deployed in our production system although
it may not be needed currently due to the modest number of users. In order to understand the prospective real-world improvements due to our cache, we carried out
an empirical study. For our study, we varied the number of rows of our database (in
the range of around 3500, 10000, 100000, and one million) and measured its impact
on average response time and throughput to user queries for recommendations. We
simulated 1000 concurrent users requesting recommendations. We also compared
these results to the results obtained if we did not have a cache and used SQL queries
instead every time for generating recommendations.
We used Apache JMeter [2] for load testing our server and measuring performance. The genSpace server, including the cache, is implemented in Java. Our server
and client machines were common Windows XP machines with no non-essential system processes running and had more than 2GB of surplus RAM available.

Fig. 1 Database Size vs. Average Response Time, for “Get Most Popular Workflow Heads”

Figure 1 shows the plot of the database size (in number of rows) versus the Average Response Time for a recommendation that gets the most popular workflow
heads, i.e., tools at the start of a workflow. The red line with squares as data points
shows the response time when using SQL queries-on-demand and the blue line with
triangles as data points shows the response time when using our cache. As shown in
the figure, as the size of the database increases, the response time using SQL querieson-demand increases by a large amount. Meanwhile, the response time using our
cache remains roughly constant. This shows that as the database size increases, using SQL queries-on-demand is not practical whereas using the cache enables us to
answer users’ queries in roughly the same time regardless of the database size.
Figure 2 shows the plot of the database size (in number of rows) versus the
Throughput for a recommendation that gets the most popular tools in the system.
The red line with squares as data points shows the response time when using SQL
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Fig. 2 Database Size vs. Throughput, for “Get Most Popular Tools”

queries-on-demand and the blue line with triangles as data points shows the response
time when using our cache. From the graphs, we see that the cache outperforms the
SQL queries-on-demand approach by a factor of at least 3 to as much as 200 as
database size increases.
Most of the static and dynamic recommendations mentioned in Section 3 were
part of the empirical study and our results were similar to the ones shown above
and generally show that using the cache improves the throughput and reduces the
response time.
We also measured how long our cache generation process takes. As mentioned
earlier, we currently re-generate our cache every day and it might be necessary to regenerate our cache more often. In our study, it takes around ten seconds to generate
the cache for a database that has around one million rows and about 100 seconds for
a database that has around ten million rows. Thus, even if our database size increases
by a large amount, we can still manage to re-generate the cache periodically as often
as needed.

5 Related Work
To the best of our knowledge, there is very little in the published literature discussing caches for recommendation systems; in fact, we found exactly one paper
that discusses this. Qasim et al. [16] propose a general solution using active caches
for providing recommendations in all types of recommender systems. Active Caches
are caches that can answer neighborhood queries for recommendations, i.e., similar queries to a given query and act as limited query processors. Due to this, the
approach proposed by Qasim et al. is limited to neighborhood queries for recommendations and will not work well, in general, for all kinds of queries and focusing
on just neighborhood queries may not improve overall system performance by a
significant amount. As recommender systems become increasingly popular, there
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might exist a very diverse user base that is interested in different kinds of recommendations from the system.
In fact, as mentioned in their paper, due to overheads of caching, the system
might actually perform worse than having no cache. Our genSpace solution, on the
other hand, is not limited to neighborhood queries for recommendations and works
well for all kinds of recommendations supported by our genSpace system. This is
because our system, unlike the one mentioned by Qasim et al., is a prefetch cache
that prefetches all recommendations; all user recommendations can be answered
using the cache, rather than just the neighborhood ones. Of course, as our system
evolves and new types of recommendations are added, we would need to enhance
our cache to support those as well.
Further, Qasim et al., in the experimental section of their paper, focus on the
Hit Ratio, Recall, and Efficiency of computing the cache. While these metrics are
important, we feel it would more meaningful to see what this translates to, from a
user’s point of view. A typical user is not directly concerned about hit ratio and recall; rather, he is usually directly concerned with the latency and response time for
these recommendations. Our empirical study shows that using caches in genSpace
has significantly improved the throughput and reduced the response time for recommendations, thus improving the overall user experience. Also, as we use a prefetch
cache that prefetches all types of recommendations supported by the system, by
definition, the hit ratio and recall for our system is 100%.

6 Conclusion
We have described how we use prefetch caching in our genSpace recommender
system. We have also described the structure of our cache, which can be viewed
as a prefetch cache that prefetches all types of supported recommendations, and
our empirical study that shows the advantages of using our cache, which improves
throughput and reduces response time for recommendations. We believe that the
use of such caches will prove very beneficial to recommender systems, particularly
as the number of users of such systems grow and the system needs to support the
diverse needs of its users, where different users are interested in very different kinds
of recommendations from the system and the recommendations they request do not
overlap.
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